2018 Western National Roundup- January 2019

FCS Classic

FCS Bowl

Top Individual Placings

1. Julia O’Leary— Texas
2. Ashley Christensen— Utah
3. Samuel O’Leary— Texas
4. Amy Dittmar— Texas
5. Hanna Irwin— Oregon

Tie Breaker for Individuals:

2-way tie for 5th place: Broken on essay question.

Top Team Placings

1. Texas— Amy Dittmar, Karlie Nebgen, Julia O’Leary, Samuel O’Leary
2. Utah— Emily Anderson, Ashlee Christensen, Madison Johnson, Rachel McLaws
3. Oregon— Aidan Haney, Hanna Irwin, Hannah Mansur, Gretchen Pauli
4. New Mexico— Dyson Clark, Natalie Hayey, Bailey Montoya, Tianna Peterson
5. Tennessee— Layla Amos, Zachary Goad, Allye Morgan, Cryslyn Rittenberry